
"The OLC Certificate Program introduced me to the ‘behind 
the scenes’ of online educational course development. " 
Christina M. Celluzzi, PhD, MS, Senior Manager, Cellular Therapies, AABB Center for Cellular Therapies



How did you hear about the OLC Teaching Certificate 
Program?   A few of my friends who were educators had 
mentioned the Online Learning Consortium as a good starting 
point for online education. I contacted OLC and based on their 
answers to my questions decided to become a member and 
enroll in the program.

Why the need/interest in the OLC Teaching Certificate 
Program? I was new to online education, wanted to learn more 
for professional development and if possible, earn a certificate to 
document the learning applicable to immediate and future 
projects. 

To whom and why you would recommend OLC? Attending OLC 
programs will be most valuable to individuals who are currently 
responsible for—or who anticipate becoming responsible for—
overseeing and directing the mission and vision in online learning 
programs or centers on their campuses.

How did this program help you in your position/career? I was 
able to apply the principles and skills learned to the development 
of an actual program. I plan to continue to expand my online 
educational repertoire with other OLC educational offerings. The 
OTC program helped to re-awaken my appreciation for learning in 
different forms and inspired me to want to teach more.

Align online training to achieve teaching goals 

"The OLC Teaching Certificate 

Program helped to put online 

training in line with my 

teaching goals. I can apply the 

principles and skills learned 

to all forms of education with 

which I am involved."
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1. Receive excellent overview of online education
2. Seed a framework
3. Gain perspective
4. Practice 
5. Learn ab

Take your online teaching skills to the next level. 
OLC's Online Teaching Certificate  program will prepare you for th
administration of online learning effectiveness and best practices
from, recognized experts. Plus, you’ll begin applying learning outco
advanced program, too. Interested?  Visit   www. onlinelearning-c.o

To whom and why you would recommend the OLC 
Teaching Certificate Program? I would recommend 
the program to all individuals−beginners and more 
experienced individuals alike−interested in learning 
more about online education and how it should and 
could look in practice. The OLC Certificate Program 
introduced me to the ‘behind the scenes’ of online 
educational course development.

 OLC CERTIFICATE PROGRAM BENEFITS:
About Christina

Christina is currently employed a
non-profit association which 
represents professionals in 
transfusion medicine and cellular
therapies, and was very excited to
apply her scientific background to
one of their educational initiative
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